PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

TAC 6E

The Med-Eng TAC 6E is a highly versatile
lightweight suit that protects public safety
and military personnel including tactical
teams from threats posed by IEDs and other
explosive hazards.
The TAC 6E provides a unique combination of
mobility and scalable protection against blast
and fragmentation.
Its modular protective components can be
added or removed at any point during the
mission to form an integrated system that
meets specific operational and protective
requirements.

TAC 6E allows full facial protection to
remain in place when doffing after a
respiratory threat mission.

TAC 6E shown with
optional Blast Tracker.

TAC 6E
Mobility

MULTI-MISSION PLATFORM
The TAC 6E uses modular and scalable components
to enable users to very easily and quickly reconfigure
their protection for use in a wide range of missions.
Each protective item is ergonomically designed to
allow for a full range of motion without physical strain.

TAC 6E

COMPLEMENTS A BOMB SUIT
The TAC 6E allows technicians to maintain mobility
while offering a degree of protection against blast
overpressure and fragmentation. In this context, it
does not replace a full scale bomb disposal suit, but
rather relieves technicians from having to make an
‘all or nothing’ choice between a bomb suit or a bullet
resistant vest.

Lightweight

Protection
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EQUIPMENT COMPATIBILITY
The TAC 6E can be worn with a military or law
enforcement agency’s in-service body armor. For
facial protection, Med-Eng offers 8 Visor Systems that
easily affix to Tactical helmets, including models that
can accommodate a Breathing Apparatus.*
* Contact Med-Eng for details.
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1. Tactical Team Forced Entry 2. EOD Support to SWAT Operations
3. Search 4. Suicide Bomber Scenarios 5. Dog Handler
6. TAC 450 Visor
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1. Full Sleeve 2. Modular Sleeve - Upper Arm 3. Modular Sleeve
- Lower Arm 4. Shoulder Protector 5. Cummerbund/ Suspenders
6. Ballistic Shorts 7. Lower Leg Protectors 8. Thigh Protectors Front & Rear 9. EOD Plate or Demining Plate (optional)

ARC Visor 550
shown here.
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